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Xpress CDs lower price of CD/DVD replication and duplication services

Professional CD/DVD replication and duplication company Xpress CDs now provide lower
prices for their services.

(PRWEB UK) 23 February 2013 -- Professional CD/DVD replication and duplication company Xpress CDs
now provide lower prices for their services. New competitive prices are making it easier for those in the
creative industries to display their work to a wider audience and make a viable profit from their efforts.
Additionally, companies and organisations of all shapes and sizes make use of such services to order one off
bulk productions of corporate videos or CDs.

They are one of the leading providers of bulk media to disc services and have a provided services for
organisations such as the BBC, UNESCO, Ofsted, BT, BP, Barclays, Lloyd TSB, Vodafone and Pfizer. They
use high quality media duplication using the latest 600DPI thermal printers.

Their special offer on DVD bulk production means 3000 DVDs custom labelled to a professional standard cost
only £925 plus VAT meaning each DVD comes in at just under 31 pence each. Such competitive prices make it
affordable for independent filmmakers to promote their productions on hard media formats and make decent
profit margins from their work. Xpress CDs are also able to bulk produce DVDs packed in traditional DVD,
digipak, card wallet, clamshell and slimline cases.

Additionally more modern formats such as Blu Ray are available to be replicated. It provides significantly
larger capacity than a traditional DVD. Typically they hold five times the capacity of their predecessor allowing
for storage of HD video at 720p and 1080p definitions.

Their prices for bulk produced CDs come in even lower at just £595 plus VAT for 3000 CDS with professional
labelling using on-body silk screen/litho printing, this price comes in at just under 20 pence per disc. For
amateur, aspiring and unsigned musicians, it’s an affordable way to professionally display their work on a solid
media format and way to make a profit by selling their music at concerts and gigs.

One of the most interesting features of their service is the ability to have customised artwork printed on CDs,
DVDs and Blu Ray discs providing a highly professional touch to the finished product. All that is required is a
PDF, TIF or JPEG file of the desired design and Xpress CDs takes care of the rest. They provide the
dimensions needed to create a design and even allow for barcodes to be printed for commercial products.

Interested parties should call 08443 356 123 (local rate) to speak or gain further information directly from
Xpress CDs www.xpresscds.co.uk/cd-duplication.php and take advantage of these new low prices.
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Contact Information
William Bagnall
Bazooka Search Ltd
08006906907

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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